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ABSTRACT
In situ measurements of the speed of sound in surfical
marine sediments of Boston Harbor have been made at approx-
imately 100 stations. A simple spark discharged of charged
capacitors created the sound pulse which was received by a
conventional hydrophone-amplifier-oscilloscope system.
Photographs were taken of the trigger pulse as displayed on
the oscilloscope screen. Detailed time records were ob-
tained using a delay time base. First arrivals transmitted
by the hydrophone appeared in the frequency range of 10 to
30 kilocycles/second while the sound source likely emitted
a broad spectrum of frequencies.
Sediment samples at all stations have been obtained
either by gravity coring (aided by hammar blows) or bucket
grabs. Laboratory analyses of grain size distribution and
water content have been made. Porosity was calculated
assuming complete water saturation. The author attempted
to correlate these various physical properties with in situ
sound speed measurements and has compared his work to
studies of similar sediments by other investigators. The
presence of methane and hydrogen disulfide gases in the
sediment%-limited the degree of simple correlation between
sound transmission and other physical properties.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Harold E. Edgerton
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and
Institute Professor
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I. Introduction
A. Object of Research
This research was undertaken in an attempt by the
author to relate the speed of propogation of acoustic energy
through naturally occurring marine sediments to other physi-
cal properties of the sediment. Laboratory measurements
of sound speed on core samples have yielded results in close
agreement to in situ sound speed measurements only in those
instances where the sediment was maintained in its original
gas-free state and when due consideration was given to
changes in pressure and temperature of the sample (Hamil-
ton2 , Sykes 4 8 ). In Boston Harbor the presence of an unknown
amount of hydrogen disulfide and/or methane was obvious from
the odor of samples collected. The temperature of the water
and sediment varies a great deal in very shallow regions over
a tidal period and daily with weather conditions. Con-
sidering the potential inconsistency in relating laboratory
to in situ conditions, the author decided to make sound
speed measurements in situ and obtain samples of sediment
for laboratory analysis of physical properties which would
be unaffected by transporting the sample to the laboratory.
Edgerton1 3 has shown that penetration of 12 kilocycle/
second sound is possible in Boston Harbor sediments only in
those areas-whioh are not covered by a black, fine-grained
odoriferous mud. The latter acts as an almost perfect
reflector of sound energy even when only inches thick. The
author investigated this layer as well as the underlying
compact clay and sand layers in an attempt to assign 'typi-
cal' sound speed values for use in accurately converting rec-
ords of travel time(from continuous seismic profiles) to
geological cross-sections.
From seismic investigations of deep-lying sediments, a
refraction technique yields an average sound speed to use in
computing depth (Ewing 1, Houtz 25, Shor 42). This
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technique does not discriminate between layers of low acous-
tic contrast and effectively masks the distinction of thick-
ness of these layers.
In the present study a horizontal variability in sound
speed amounting to 40% or more is noted in.the surfical
sediments over the 30 square mile study area of Boston Harbor.
Vertical variability in sound speed amounted to 30% in the
first few feet at some locations, Assignment of sound speeds
averaged over the Harbor would certainly produce significant
errors in calculated layer deptk* locally.
A further application of soud speed measurements is
in the field of soil mechanics. Once the speed of the com-
pressional wave, the density and the compressivility of
a sediment are determined, it is possible to calculate the
other elastic properties including: Poison's Ratio, Shear
Modulus, speed of shear wave, Young's Modulus, and Lame's
constant (Jaeger 27). Assumptions and techniques for
carrying out these calculations have been given by Hamil-
ton 18 and will not be repeated here.
B. Previous Investigations
Hamilton 22 reported in situ sound speed measurements
in 1956 off San Diego. Operating in 90-feet of water,
SCUBA divers inserted acoustic probes into the sediment and
recording was done with oscilloscopes on a surface ship.
Samples were collected and kept 'air-free' until laboratory
analyses of density, porosity and grain size were completed.
Hamilton noted that sound speed in sediments of high porosity
was less than that in sea water and explained this by part-
icle movement in a sound field causing frictional losses due
to viscous drag. In situ soundsspeed measurements were
conducted again in 1963 (Hamilton 20) in 1000 feet of water
using the bathyscaphe Trieste. Laboratory analyses of sedi-
ment properties were conducted as in the previous study.
The general findings of these measurements are listed in
Table III, Section V of this paper.
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Sound speed measurements were made in situ in a fresh
28
water lake by Jones in 1958. Two hydrophones were buried
in the lake bottom to known depths and a known separation.
The time delay in sensing a spark discharge in the water (at
a known depth) indicated by an oscilloscope record of the
hydrophone receptions provided a means of determining sound
speed. Dtvers noted a great amount of organic debris decay-
ing and generating free gas in the sediment. Using this two
hydrophone technique, Jones was able to determine that the
sound speed through the gas charged bottom was about one ten-
th:the sound speed in the lake water.
48Sykes used acoustic probes (modified from Wood and
54Weston )of small radiating area to pulse 350 kilocycle/
second sound through various strata in deep sea cores ob-
tained by the Wood's Hole Oceanographic Institution in 1959.
Assuming the ratio of sound speed in sediment to sound speed
in water remained oonstant for in situ and laboratory cond-
itions, Sykes was able to calculate on the basis of salinity
and temperature measurements (Albers ) the speed of sound
in sea water in situ and thus the speed of sound in sediments
in situ.. The results thus obtained are listed in Table III,
Section V of this paper. The basic difficulty with Sykes'
system is in the probe size and inherent frequency limita-
tions. In order to maintain the radiating area small with
respect to core diameter and to emit sound whose wavelength
was smaller than any particle size, Syke resorted to ultra-
sonic frequencies. Transmission was possible in highly
porous fine clays but signal attenuation and scattering pro-
pibited' reception through silts and sands. [note: Figures
8 and 9 of this paper explain the size terms mentioned].
Sykes also determined water content, grain size, porosity
and density assuming the cores had not dried appreciably
over the year period between collection and analysis.
The use of lower requencies in analyzing small samples
in the laboratory for sound speed is possible using a
49 44technique developed by Toulis and Shumway in 1956.
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The sediment sample is placed in a compliant-walled cylind-
er and set into resonance by one acoustic probe. The
frequency at which this resonznce occurs is measured by
another probe and indicated accurately by a counter-ampli-
fier voltmeter system. Over a frequency range of 25 to 35
kilocycles/second, the speed of sound was determined from
frequency measurements and resonance mode assumptions. At
the same time a sediment sound attenuation factor was deter-
mined from the 'Q' of the frequency resonance. An indication
of Shumway's results is given in Table III, Section V of this
paper. The major criticism of this technique is in that it
does not provide for repeated measurements on the same
sample. Invariably gas forms on decreasing pressure and in-
creasing temperature as a result of setting the sample into
resonance. With the gas present, the attenuation is much
too high to repeat the measurement.
Nolle 37 worked with artifically compacted, sorted sands
in an attempt to characterize their sound transmission
properties. Sound speed was not measured in these experi-
ments but when other factors were analyzed it became appar-
ent that gas was coming out of solution and depositing on
the sand grains, creating high attenuation and scattering
coefficients at the operating frequencies of 400 to 1000
kilocycles/second. A solution to this difficulty was the
continuous boiling of the sample during experimentation to
maintain gas-free conditions. From an assumption of no
rigidty (u = 0 for highly porous systems) the speed of a
compressional wave is given by (Jaeger 27):
V = / k/d = / 1l /dC (1)
Where V = sound speed, k = imoompressibility, d = density
and, C = compressibility. If the system has a slight amount
of gas entrainment it becomes highly compressible without a
comparative density decrease and the net sound speed is
reduced.
- Berson and Brandt? have shown by rather independent
analytical means that a drastic reduction in sound speed
occurs for only a small percentage of free gas by volume
in a solid-liquid-gas system of components. The sound speed
for a 0.2% fraction of gas in the void volume of a solid-
liquid system is only 50% of the sound speed in the later.
Physical reasoning points out that if gas is present as free
bubbles, these bubbles will expand and contract absorbing
sound energy and lengthening the time of propogation. In
addition, the bubbles scatter and otherwise attenuate the
signal.
Assuming the possiblilty of an ideal mixture of one
solid (s) and one liquid (1) component, Officer 38 has der-
ived an equation expressing the sound speed (V) in terms of
porosity (n), density (d) and compressibility (c):
V3 1
[n d1 + (1 - n)ds] [ n Cl t (1 -n)Cs] (2)
For n = unity, that is all liquid, the sound speed reduces
to that of the liquid (see one-component relation, equation 1)
V2 = 1 - V ad1C1 1  (3)
For n = 0, that is all solid grains, the sound speed reduces
to that of the solid (see one-component relation, equation 1)
Va. 1 , v 2 (4)dsC5  s
As the porosity decreases slightly from unity, considering
densities and compressibilities relatively unchanging, the
denominator in (2) remains such that the sound speed de-
creases since the 'n' terms predominate and liquid compress-
ibility is much greater than that of solids while liquid
density is less than that of solid. Further decrease of
porosity causes the '(1-n)' terms to become dominant and
since V5 is always greater than Vl, there occurs a minimum
-5-
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where the sound speed of the mixture is less than that in
the liquid alone. This concept is further discussed in
Section V of this paper in relation to the experiments of
Nafe and Drake36
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.II SCOPE OF PROJECT
This research was undertaken in co-operation with the
BastonHarbor Group here at M.I.T. under the direction of
Dr. Ely Mencher. The objective of this group was to sample
the surfical sediments over most of Boston Harbor and using
conventional laboratory techniques to work out the recent
geological history of this area. The author originally in-
tended to occupy a small number of stations with the Harbor
Group and to develop a sound speed measurement technique.
It soon became apparent that numerous stations would have to
be occupied in order to find sites where similar sediments
could be compared and to note significant trends in the re-
sults of the sediment analyses. The author therefore. chose
to work with the Harbor Group through the summer of 1966 to
collect data at each of 100 stations as shown in Figure 1.
The stations are on an arbitrary grid network and apparent
gaps in the grid indicate sites where shdllow water and/or
a rocky bottom prohibited sound speed measurements.
The surficial geology of the Boston Harbor has been re-
viewed briefly by Phipps 40. One or more glacial till layers
occuring as drumlins or drifts are evidence of the last
Pleistocene glaciation. The glacial till is an unsorted
mixture of sands and gravels with fine clay-size rock flour,
and some clay minerals. It is postulated that at the waning
of the ice, the land rose and was eroded slightly and then
sank to leave depressions in which fresh and salt water peats
and black silty fossiliferous sediments were deposited. A
high rate of discharge of organic wastes by man has helped
to create the surfical, black, odoriferous, soft mud layer
that covers most of the undredged area of the Harbor.
Probably the best sorted and most homogeneous deposit
is the very stiff Boston Blue Clay (Lambe3l) that occurs as
thick as 100 feet under a layer of black mud or a layer of
sand and gravel over most of the Harbor. Where the covering
has been dredged, the clay acts as an acoustic absorber but
where the black, gaseous mud is as thin as a few inches, the
-7-
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bottom is a nearly perfect reflector of sound energy.
These two lithologies--the black mud and the Boston Blue
Clay--in addition to an occasional sandy bottom in dredged
areas were the materials most often encountered in sur-
face sampling and sound speed measurements in this region.
III. FIELD PROCEDURES
A. Site Location
Most of the samples and all of the sound speed measure-
ments were taken from the M.I.T. Research Vessel R.H.Shrock
(Figure 2). With reference to an arbitrary grid network
plotted on the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
Chart 246, the vessel was anchored at a proposed station and
a position was established using sextant fixes on three
visible landmarks and resection plotting using a three-arm
protractor. The estimated accuracy of location by this
technique is 25 yards and is fixed by the one minute reading
precision of the sextant (H.Huges and Sons Ltd.l#12997) and
scale of the chart. Several stations occurred adjacent
channel bouys which facilitated location.
B. Sound Speed Measurements
Equipment used on the vessel is shown in figure 3. The
sonic probe and sampling instruments were suspended from the
ship's A-frame as shown in Figure 2. Having anchored and
obtained a position, a grab sample using the Van Veen
('g',Figure 3)or a core using the square corer (*'a',Figure
3) was obtained to determine the coarseness of the bottom
and to obtain a sediment sample. If a sample was taken, the
sonic probe was lowered aft and sound speed measurements were
made.
The sonic probe (f, Figure 3) was constructed of 2$"2
diameter cast iron pipe with 1" probes of C.I.P.. threaded
into *T' couplings spaced approximately two feet apart on
the 2 1/2" c.i.p. cross member. The supporting members
were weighted with approximately 120 pounds of lead'doughnuts'
providft a total weight of 190 pounds and a bearing pressure
of approximately 110 pounds/incha at the end of each probe
(in air). This weight and configuration was found to be
sufficiently stable to maintain the probes in a vertical
position in the bottom except when the tidal current was at
-10-
RESEARCH VESSEL
FIGURE 3 FIELD EQUIPMENT
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FIGURE 2
R/V R.R. SHROCK
August 23, 1966
FIGURE 2
EQUIPMENT
a.square corer
b. oscilloscope
c. camera mount
d. 12" scale
e. amplifier
f. sonic probe
g. Van Veen sampler
h. spark cable
i. hydrophone
j spark source
FIGURE 3
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a.
b.
C.
d
e.
4F.
a Maximum and/or the surface wind caused the vessel to
swing rapidly and tighten the cable pulling the probes e
out of the sediment. A heavier probe arrangement and
better anchoring technique would solve these problems.
Fixed to the end of one probe was a two-conductor,
snielded, No. 14 copper wire cable ('h', Figure 3). Approx-
imately 100 feet of this cable led back to the ship and was
connected to the spark source ('j' Figure 3). The latter
is a high voltage capacative discharge device designed by
V. McRoberts, Stroboscopic Laboratory, M.I.T. It was
operated at an electrical energy output of about 80 watt-
seconds (3200 volts across 4 microfarads) which, when
triggered once per second, provided 80 watts of acoustic
power at the short circuit discharge in sea water across the
two #14 wire leads ('h', Figure 3)
At the end of the other probe (i', Figure 3 and LC34 a
hydrophone (Atlantic Research Corporation, Serial #152) was
fitted into a groove cut into the 1" c.i.p. The hydrophone
is a piezeoelectric device (Hueter 26) constructed of coaxial-
ly mounted lead zirconate-lead titanate cylinders in.a neo-
prene rubber sheath with an overall length of 4.3" and dia-
meter of 0.75". When caused to contract and expand by the
acoutic pressure wave from the shock associated with the
spark discharge, the cylinders set up a potential difference
across face-mounted electrodes. The voltage was transmitted
back up to the surface by a two-conductor, low-impedance
cable and to the vertical input of an oscilloscope. Accord-
into to its specifications (UNSUSRL50 )the hydrophone has an
omnidirectionAl sensitivity in the X-Y plane if held such
tnat its long axis is in the Z direction. Since its free
field voltage sensitivity (over the frequency range 10-100
kilocycles/second) is-106 decibels relative to 1 volt/micro-
bar and the voltage received at the oscilloscope was approxi-
mately 0.8 volts (a maximum), the acoustic wave transmitted
over two feet of sea water had a pressure effect at the hyd-i
rophone of about 1.75 pounds/inch2 (approximately 0.12 bars).
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When sound was transmitted through particularly 'lossy'
sediment, the signal from the hydrophone was sent througn a
1oX or 10OX voltage amplifier (Ziewlett Packard Model 466A).
The amplifier('e', Figure 3) could be used only in those
instances where tne received voltagze was 50 millivolts or
less since signal clipping occured-for higher voltages.
The received signal was further amplified and displayed
by the oscilloscope(Tektronix 'Model 564, #003378; Dual Trace
Amplifier #006623; 3A3 Delayed Time Base #002294 as shown
'b', Figure 3). The received signal, together with the
trigger signal from the spark source were displayed in the
0.1 millisecond 'normal' time mode and then the received
signal only was displayed. in the 10 microsecond 'delayed'time
mode. In both cases a photographic record was obtained on
35 mm film using the camera mount(author's design; 'c', Fi:'ure
3)and a single-lens reflex camera with close focus rings
(likkorex Model F,#399935; Nikkor Model H 50 mm fl.2 lens; not
snown in Figure 3).
The tecnnique used in making the sound speed measurement
will be reviewed briefly witn reference to the data recorded
at Station 283 and shown in Figures 4 through 6. The probe
was lowered slowly through the water column with the ship's
hydraulic winch. The spark was discharged once per second and
a record was made of the sound transmission in sea water (Fig-
ure 4), having noted the voltage, time and time delay settings
on the oscilloscope and the original spark-hydrophone separa-
tion at the probes. The probe was lowered until the winch
cable slacked and a measurement was made in the sediment
(Figure 5) noting voltage and time. After being raised again
to the surface, note was made of the penetration from the
sediment marks on the probes, the probe spacing was checked
and the probe was lowered again to obtain a measurement nearer
the depth from which the sample was taken (Figure 6). Com-
parison of strata was also possible since the probes were
open-ended pipes and collected cores from tneir point of
deepest penetration. Finally the probes were raised, hosed,
-15-
the spacing was checked agzain and the equipment was secured
for the move to the next station.
In the example shown in Figures 4 through 6, the deeper
measurement (48") showed the speed of sound transmission
to be 9% greater than that in water, while the shallower
measurement (20") showed the speed to be actually 3, less than
that in water. A moderate amount of hydrogen disulfide gas
was noted in the core sample from the surface layer but none
was noted at depth.
Table I with explanation summarizes the data and re-
sulting sound speeds calculated for the various stations
occupied. An estimate of the maximum signal voltage in both
sediment and water was recorded bu:t this is only an estimate
since the power output of the spark source varied by as much
as 104 between discharges.
C. Sediment Sampling
The sediment sample was obtained with either the Van
Veen grab sampler ('g', Figure 3) or square corer ('a', Fig-
ure 3). As the Van Veen struck the bottom the trip bar releas-
ed and the jaws closed to a depth of about six inches. The
instrument was simple to operate and gave a quick indication
of the coarseness of the sediment burface. The square corer,
designed by H. Payson, Department of Geology and Geophysics,
h.I.T., was used where samples of both the surface and immed-
iately underlying sediment were desired. This device was
lowered over the stern, held vertically at the sediment sur-
face and pounded into tne bottom with a 30 pound lead 'dough-
nut' drop weight.
Samples from either instrument were examined and placed
in -lass jars, capped, and labeled. Note was made on a core
log of the estimated gas content(strength of odor), the
coarseness of grain, metnod of sampling, location of station
and other pertinent information. The sample was then taken
to tne laboratory for further analysis.
-16-
(a)
0.2voits
0.1 milliseconds
0 time delay
. (b)
0.2 voltajj
10 microseconds
0.375 milliseconds delay
FIGURE 4
Station 283: Water Path Oscillographs
initial arrival time
Probe spacing
Sound speed
Maximum signal voltage
= 0.42-3 milliseconds
= 2.00 feet
= 4,730 feet/second
= 0.44 volts
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(a)
T
O.O5volts
0.1 millseconds
0 time delay
(b)
OO5volts
10 microseconds
0 375 milliseconds delay
FIGURE 5
Station 283 =Sediment Path (48" deep) Oscillographs
Initial arrival time= 0.395 milliseconds
Probe spacing= 2.0 0 feet
Sound speed= 5,060 feet/second
Maximum signal voltage= 0.09 volts
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(a)
QoSolbtL
o.1millisecnds
0 time delay
( b)
0.05volts
10 microseconds
0.400 milliseconds delay
FIJRE 6
Station 283: Sediment Path (20"deep) Oscillographs
Initial arrival time 0.434 milliseconds
Probe spacing 2.00 feet
Sound speed =4,610 feet/second
Maximum signal voltage =0.20 volts
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Symbol
No.
Location
Date
Depth
V s
V1
R
a
Gas Content
Comment
TABLE I: SOUND SPEED DATA AND RESULTS
Explanation
Station number as snown on Figure 1.
'b' indicates stations are at same location.
Station 26: changed to Station 202.
Station 140: changed to Station 205.
Approximate co-ordinates as shown on Figure 1.
Date of sound speed measurement.
Not necessarily same date as sample collected.
Penetration in inches of sound speed probes.
'a' indicates no change in sound speed over
depth.
Sound speed in feet/second through the sedi-
ment at the Station and Depth shown.
May be more than one sediment sound speed at
a given station.
Sound speed in feet/second through the sea
water at the Station.
The ratio: V /V at a Depth at a Station.
The approximate ratio of signal amplitude in
sediment to that in water at a Depth and Station
Subjective decision on intensity of odor of
hydrogen disulfide. A few stations had a weak
methane odor.
Estimate of the coarseness and or consistency
of the sediment adhering to the probes.
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8/03/66
8/09/66
23 71 00 42 20 7/01/66
8/22/66
28 70 58 42 18 7/04/66
70
70
71
71
71
70
70
71
71
71
71
71
70
59
59
00
00
01
57
56
00
00
00
00
00
59
42 18
42 17
42 17
42 17
42 17
42 20
42 19
42 20
42 17
42 20
42 20
42 20
L2 20
8/22/66
7/04/66
7/30/66
7/29/66
7/29/66
8/06/66
8/12/66
7/01/66
7/04/66
7/01/66
7/29/66
7/01/66
8/17/66
8/22/66
8/22/66
TABLE I: Sound Speed Data qesults
Depth V V ft
(inches)(ft/sgc)(ft/sec)
71
71
42
42
20
20
a Gas Content
12
18
10
43
7
20
8
7
2-a
31a
40 a
40 a
10
27
48
10
10
8
40
8
20
15
30
8
4650
4990
4550
4780
4510
6000
5940
4560
4600
4500
4710
4590
4700
4780
4980
6060
5950
6600
4670
6260
464o
4530
4510
5310
8 5240 4960 1.05 0.90 absent
No. Location
Long.
Dat e
Lat.
0 1
4760 0.98
4830 1.03
0.91
4990 0.96
0.94
4810 1.24
4930 1.20
0.95
4800 0.95
4890 0.92
4850 0.98
4860 0.94
4810 0.97
4760 1.00
4800 1.03
4910 1.23
5050 1.18
4980 1.32
4830 0.96
4990 1.26
4820 0.97
0.94
4820 0.94
4780 1.11
0.43
0.40
0.02
0.08
0.66
0.16
0.88
0.05
0.006
0.002
0.66
0.03
0.61
0.33
0.35
0.08
0.58
0.25
0.50
0.05
0.05
0.50
absent
weaI<CH4 ?)
strong
strong
strong
absent
absent
strong
strong
strong
moderate
strong
moderate
weak
weak
absent
absent
absent
weak
absent
strong
moderate
moderate
absent
Comments
erse. sand,bluclay
silty mud
soft, shelly mud
black mud
black mud
black mud
black mud
black mud
black mud
grey-black mud
silty blk mud
mussel bed
black mud
black mud
clayey mud
sand
fine silt
black mud
blk mud, blu clay
coarse sand
blk mud, blu clay
black mud
black mud
sandy gravel
peb ern blk sand
38
39
.j
40
2-69
87
118
128
129
141
147
152
153
165
170 70 58 42 20 ?/03/66
Speed Data and Results
Location
Long. Lat.
0 9 0
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
50
70
70
59
59
59
59
59
59
58
58
58
58
58
58
59
58
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
19
19
20
20
192
193
194
195
196
198
199
200
201
202
(26)
203
204
205
(140)
Date Depth Vs v
(inches)(ft/sec)(ft/sec)
7/01/66
7/01/66
8/17/66
7/03/66
7/03/66
8/17/66
7/03/66
8/17/66
7/03/66
8/17/66
7/04/66
7/04/66
8/17/66
8/19/66
8/17/66
70 58 42 20 8/19/66
71 00 42 17 6/28/66
71 00 42 17 6/28/66
176
191
12
15
18
26
46a
31a
15
14
7
23
10
8
8
15
8
14
4
10
8
23
5010
5010
4760
4910
4960
4820
4910
4830
4940
4? 60
4920
4960
4820
4810
4810
4210
4450
4770
4740
5000
4560
4560
4720
4610
4530
5220
8390
4760
5010
4710
4700
4950
4940
4820
o.96
0.84
0.93
16 o
0.97
1.00
0.95
0.94
0.97
0.93
0.95
1.06
.98
.98
.05
.99
.97
a Gas Content
0.77 moderate
0.04
0.70
0.50
0.10
0.40
0.70
0.60
0.66
.20
.00
.08
.04
.05
0.80
0.02
1.00
0.52
0.02
4470 4990 0.89 0.24
strong
moderate
absent
strong
weak
strong
weak
weak
weak
strong
absent
absent
weak
absent
weak
absent
absent
moderate
moderate
strong
C omment s
grnblk sandy mud
black mud
oily clay
black -mud
black mud
black mud
black mud
stiff black mud
clayey stiff mud
blkmud,blu clay
ox. clay on mud
lumpy black mud
grey clay
clayey sand
sand
silt, blu clay
black mud
sand
black mud
black mud
coarse silt
No.
4800 0
0
4790 1
0
4990 0
70 58 42 20
206
211
213
(cont.)TABLAE I : Sound
Location
Long. Lat.
0 1 0
Dat
TABLE I: Sound Speed Data and Results (cont.)
e Depth V V R a Gas Co
(inches)(ft/s c)(ft sec)
ntent
71
70
70
70
70
70
71
70
71
70
00
59
59
58
58
59
00
59
00
59
42 17
42 17
215
216
218 b
219
220
224
225
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
237
238
240
241
242
243
244
6/28/66
6/28/66
6/28/66
6/30/66
6/30/66
6/30/66
7/12/66
7/12/66
7/12/66
7/12/66
70 59 42 18 7/12/66
70 59 42 18 7/12/66
70 58 42 18 7/12/66
70 58 42 18 7/12/66
70 58 42 18 7/12/66
70 58 42 17 7/13/66
70 58 42 17 7/13/66
71 02 42 17 7/13/66
71 02 42 18 7/13/66
71 02 42 18 7/13/66
71 02 42 18 7/13/66
71 02 42 18 7/13/66
7/16/66
71 02 42 18 7/13/66
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
15
15
10
40
13
27
6
12
35a
43 a
45 a
10
20
4 3a
23 a
32a
20 a
10
8
25a
8
30 a
29a
10
26
10
4930
4820
4920
4240
5320
4510
5220
5780
4830
4590
4570
4780
4480
5060
5170
5010
4960
5710
5010
L670
5010
4760
5530
5020
4460
4700
4990
5080
5060
5060
5040
4990
4960
5000
5180
5140
5130
5160
5170
5240
4960
4880
4890
4920
4940
4950
4950
5010
4760
4990
0.99
0.95
0.97
0.83
1.05
0.90
1.04
1.16
0.96
0.88
0.89
0.93
0.88
0.98
1.00
0.96
1.00
1.17
1.02
0.95
1.02
0.96
1.12
1.00
0.94
0.94
0.37
0.46
o.65
0. r4
0.37
0.08
0.36
0.33
0.73
0.50
0.16
0.005
1.00
0.08
0.21
0.10
0.5
1.00
0.02
0.33
0.71
0.25
0.02
0.002
0.01 strong
moderate
moderate
weak
strong
weak
strong
weak
absent
weak
strong
strong
weak
strong
moderate
absent
moderate
weak
absent
absent
weak
absent
moderate
absent
moderate
strong
Comments
grey silty clay
blk mudbluclay
shelly grn blk mud
black mud
black mud
.rey bik mud
black mud
silty irn mud
gqrn bik mud
grn blk mud
black mud
black mud
black mud
black mud
grey silty mud
black mud
black mud
sandy mud
grn silty sand
shelly mur9
shelly mud
shelly mud
snelly mud
black mud
black mud
black mud245
i OW a-.-- -
No.
Location
Long. Lat
0 9 0
Date
246
247
249
251
252
254
256
257
258
260
262
263
265
266
70 58
70 57
70 57
70 57
70 56
70 58
70 59
70 58
70 58
42 19
42 19
42 20
42 18
42 18
42 20
42 19
42 18
L2 18
8/06/66
7/24/66
7/24/66
7/24/66
?/24/66
7/24/66
7/29/66
7/30/66
7/30/66
TABLE I: Sound Speed Data and Results (cont.)
Depth
(inches
71 01 42 19 7/13/66
7/16/66
70 57 42 18 8/22/66
70 56 42 18 7/16/66
70 56 42 18 7/16/66
7057 42 18 7/16/66
70 56 42 19 8/19/66
70 57 Lt2 19 8/07/66
70 56 42 19 8/07/66
70 56 42 18 7/19/66
70 56 42 20 8/19/66
71 00 42 19 8/06/66
71 00 42 19 8/06/66
71 00 42 19 8/06/66
70 59 42 19 8/06/66
V V
)(ft/sic)(ft/sec)
8
23
6
8
8
8
20
15
12
12
15
8
24
18
11
24
24
44
16
36a
8
8
39a
20
20
10
4810
5250
5770
5100
5260
5410
4260
5110
5160
4960
5180
5310
4820
4300
4690
5110
4710
5550
5170
4490
5550
6210
5220
4520
5670
5 2004710
5010
4860
4830
4870
4860
48?0
4780
4760
4760
4780
4810
4730
4770
4750
4810
4830
4880
4830
4840
4900
4920
4810
4850
4810
a Gas Content
0.96
1.04
1.19
1.05
1.08
1.11
0.88
1.07
1.08
1.04
1.08
1.10
1.02
0.90
0.99
1.06
0.97
1.15
1.06
0.93
1.14
1.27
1.13
0.94
1.17
1.08
0.98
o.60
0.65
0.82
0.33
0.50
0.55
o.65
0.75
0.50
0.30
0.20
0.05
0.66
0.06
0.80
0.56
0.00
0.26
0.25
0.60
0.18
0.70
0.30
0.72
0.20
0.60
1.00
Comments
moderate
weak
absent
weak
absent
absent
moderate
absent
absent
absent
absent
absent
weak
st rong
moderate
absent
moderate
absent
weak
strong
absent
absent
absent
stronx
absent
weak
moderate
No.
sandy mud
sandy mud
sandy mud
sandy mud
pebbly mud
pebbly mud
black mud
black mud
pebbly mud
pebbly mud
pebbly clayey mud
coarse sand
black mud
black mud
black mud
black mud
black mud
black mud
silty mud
tan grey silt
she1ly sand
rocks, sand
shelly sand
soft black mud
shelly bik mud
shplly silt
shelly mud
267?
271
272
273
274
275
276
2 7 7 b278
279
Location
Long. Lat.
0 0 o
TABLE I: Sound Speed Data and Results (cont.)
Date Depth V V R a Gas Content
(inches)(ft/sic)(ftdsec)
Comments
70 59 42 19 8/03/66
71 00 42 19 8/03/66
71 00 42 18 8/03/66
280
281
282
283
28LL
286
287
288
301
302
303
301
305
--o6
307
308
310
311
58
58
00
00
01
01
02
01
01
00
00
59
42 19
42 20
42 20
42 20
42
42
42
42
42
42
20
20
20
19
19
19
70
70
71
71
71
71
71
71
71
71
71
'70
8/03/66
8/03/66
8/09/66
8/09/66
8/09/66
8/12/66
8/12/66
8/12/66
8/12/66
8/12/66
8/14/66
8/14/66
70 59 42 21 8/14/66
71
/O0
00
58
42
42
20
19
8/19/66
8/19/66
20
20
46
16
48
20
48
8
10
16
10
10
16
48 a
26
22
10
10
10a
20a
10
15
30
10
30
14
4550
4820
4530
4650
4310
461o
5060
5160
5150
4990
5090
4940
4710
4740
4530
5100
4700
5410
4800
4800
5000
4640
4640
4460
4920
5350
4850 0.94
1.01
4770 0.95
0.98
4750 0.91
0.97
4730 1.07
4750 1.08
1.08
4750 1.05
4780 1.07
1.03
4800 0.98
4830 0.98
4830 0.94
4830 1.06
4810 0.97
4800 1.13
1.00
4800 1.00
4800 1.04
0.96
4840 0.96
0.92
4820 1.02
4790 1.12
0.01
0.30
0.25
1.00
0.001
0.50
0.25
0.50
0.90
0.70
0.08
0.32
0.51
1.00
0.30
0.38
0.90
0. 55
1.00
0.06
1.00
0.005
0.01
0.06
1.00
0.7 5
strong
mod erate
moderate
moderate
strong
moderate
weak
absent
moderate
moderate
absent
weak
weaX C14 ?)
absent
absent
absent
weaX CH?)
absent
absent
absent
absent
moderate
moderate
st ron
absent
absent
black mud
black mud
tan black mud
black mud
black mud
black mud
black mud
pebbly silty mud
silty mud
silty mud
shelly blk mud
silty shelly mud
black mud
black mud
mud, blu clay
black tan mud
clayey blk tan mud
mussels, blk mud
crse. blk sandy mud
crse. blk sandy mud
crsp. silty mud
soft blk mud
silty blk mud
8" ox. clay over
very fine mud
rock; shells, sand,mud
42 21
42 21
No.
IV LABORATORtY PROCEDUiES
All samples collected in Boston diarbor were analyzed for
water content, grain size distribution, total iron and carbon
contents and clay minerology. Of these, water content and
grain size-analyses only are of relevance to the sound speed
measurements. Sedimentsporosity was calculated from the masses
and assumed densities of water and solids. No analysis
technique was developed for determining the amount or kind
of cases entrained in the sediment.
A. Water Content
Form 'A', Part 'A' outlines the data collected in deter-
mining water content for sample #283. A representative sample
of the jar contents was selected, weighed, dried at 10'0C. for
24 hours and weighed again. The water content is determined
as the ratio of weight of water to weight of solids (Lambe31 '
Several samples collected prior to Summer, 1966, nad to be
discarded since tney were, improperly stored and had obviously
undergone considerable drying before they were to be analyzed
for water content.,This is the reason for the breaks in number
sequence as noted in Figure 1 and Tables I and II.
B. Sieve Analysis
Form 'A', Part 'B' outlines the data collected in
sieve analysib of Sample #283. A representative sample of
the jar contents was selected and weighed. After weixhing,
the sample was mixed with distilled water in an electric
mixer. This sample was then wet sieved througn sieves
selected for the size ranges: greater than 0.500 mm; 0.250
to O.z00 mm; 0.125 to 0.250 mm; 0.063 to 0.125 mm. The
fraction collected on each sieve was weigned and the result
entered in the table of Form 'A'. The fraction that passed
through the 0.063 mm sieve was placed in a one liter grad-
uated cylinder for a hydrometer analysis (discussion followinc).
Once the hydrometer analysis was completed, a few milliliters
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FORM A
SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Sample # 8'
Date .4 -7 f gzo. 2 '
Analysis By .iMG-
Location zo'rg',.,,z 4, -'
Core Depth
A. Water Content
d. Weight of crucible
b. Weight of crucible + wet sample
c. WeOit of crucible + dry sample
d. Water content = - (c ) = Ve)-(a) _
(c)- (a) (f7)-(4-7)
B. Seive Analysis
e. Weight of dish
f. Weight of dish + wet sample
g. Weight of wet sample (f-e)
Weight of dish
Weight of dish + dry hydrometer columtin deposit
Weight of fraction less than 0.063 millimetes diameter (1 -h)
/6. 7 g.
g.
g
-77 
%.
Beo g,
o g.
g.
/ie -7 g,
Seive Range Dish WeightDish+Sample Weight Sample Weight Might % % Finer
mm g g g (of total weight)
> 0. 500 a -z 4_;S-- 0-3 /.6 .9_.10
0250 to 0500 5- as's____ c.3 /-4 
__ - 8e
OJ 25 to 0.250 
_, _ _. _ o/-3 /.6 .5 _ ,Z.
0.063 to O125 7/.0 73- 0,6 /3-7 40/_-5_
< 0.063 (from j above) / .7 &/-v- by hydrometer
Total /9-2 /__o_-o0
(Ws)
C. Check on Dry Weight (Ws)
It. Weight of water = (d) X (g) = (oS)X (lo-). =' /. 5-
I Dry weight = (g) - (k9) = (4o1)-(z-) =-
D. Comments- v e'er -/p co- o/ee.-/
L1a'ter cou wer-c'2 wa-rt to .. ~' .. 'c~ c 2. now .r, w~
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0' /* to "
of 6N HCL was added causing the suspension to flocculate
and settle rapidly. The cylinder was decanted and the
deposit dried and weighed. The latter amount, added to the
sieve weighings gave the total dry weight of sediment
analyzed (s ).
At this point the 'porosity' was calculated for the
unconsolidated sediment. Porosity is defined as the volume
ratio of voids to total sample. A density in gm/cm of
2.75 for the sediment solids based on data from Lambe31
was assumed: Boston Blue Clay = 2.79; quart'z = 2.65;
feldspar = 2.70. The density for sea water was taken as
46
1.03 (Sverdrup ). From these assumptions the porosity (n)
is:
void volume -mass of sea water
n = bulk volume density of sea water (5)bulk volume mass of sea water + solid mass
density of sea water solid density
and for sample #283, ref ering to From 'A':
n 1.03 [100]
- s + 4s
1.03 2.75
40.4 - 18.2
1.03 [100]
40.4 - 18.2 + 18.2
1.03 2.75
n = 7?%
This number should not be compared to the water content
since porosity is an estimated volume ratio while water
content is determined as a weight ratio.
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C. -ydrometer Analysis
F'orm 'B' outlines the data collected in the hydrometer
analysis of sample #283. That portion of the sample which
was wet sieved through the 0.063 mm opening sieve was
placed in a one liter graduated cylinder with 100 milliliters
of sodium oxalate dispersing agent (approximately one part
per thousand parts by weight) and distilled water to make
one liter of suspension. The hydrometer (Fisher Scientific
Instruments #864209) was read at the time intervals shown
or until the least readingr approached 1.0000 + 0.0005.
'lemperature in OC. was read sufficiently often to monitor
the temperature to + 0.50C. The hydrometer reading (H)
was corrected. for miniscus rise (constant for a given hydro-
meter) and to this was added a correction for temperature ('n').
The percentage ('IN') of sample #283 finer than a given grain
diameter for an equivalent sphere was found from the relation:
d ih + m
N =- d l s ] (100) (6)
= 2.75 ~ h + ](00
2.7c - 1.03 h 18.2 ](l00)
N = 8.79 [dh + m] in%
lo determine the diameter 'D' of the equivalent spherical
particle for which 'N' is the percentawe finer, tqe nomo-
grapnic chart, Form 'C' was used. A calibration was run for
tne hydrometer (Figure 7) as explained on Form 'C' and the
resulting hydrometer reading7s were plotted on the scale
"nei;ht in C,±" on Yorm 'C'. Using the assumed density for
solids and the temperature as measured,a:.point on the scale
"E x 103" was determined (see "Key", form 'C'). Using -e
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FORM B
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY
HYDROMETER ANALYSIS
OIL SAMPLE s. rycndW SOIL SAMPLE WEIGHT TEST NO.
lJn./ey.,e 'e// (f7 5 7) CONTAINER NO. DATE ' ?-
WT. CONTAINER+
LOCATION /-*.p. -7*5 Z! I */j, DRY SOIL IN 9 TESTED BY -3. 1--cm
BORING NO P-4 SAMPLE DEPT &-20
4 W.T. CONTAINER
SAMPLE NO. 7'63 WT DRY SOIL,
SPECIFIC GRAVITYG, 2-75 C'sae.,ed) WS, IN g- -7, ) MENISCUS CORRECTION - 0- 004
+3-
5 
C >3)
/8.Z iy4,/
N % - G2- Yc(r-rw) x 100 - - (R-Rw) N'- %FINER NO. 200 X N- _... N FOLC BNED
G-1 W ANALYSIS ONLY)
{ D ; D IN mm - ( O
~ w
TIME
~A6  RTETMPER 
-
R-O&)II9~41 ATURE
- 0 p( I IN oil
Rfrwp #Ifl
N
IN %
8.04 d5. -s6 0 ..- -O o o'
egea. p 79 gq %.Q. 3 L.Z -___ _ _ Z X __s
/;2 /r> /.v76 A.n '' -0 7W,- 7 0O-4C
2 / 0, /c7Z. V.4 '' 8,4 7/1 5 O
4: ' /.o6f3 6 . 7 ''_7,_7 64. 0 - 0 .. re-C
/5'- '' -00 3. 4. z ' 5.7-. -. Z_ a--
soL+ /.o3 3.4 '' *._ 3615- 0.009?.
/hr I/. 00/g e~z. '' ;.,916 0_0____
n.2 /,o/ /.f 0-t 7-
A___ L~ 6QQL CO 015' 1 0,044:  ' /gQ2 /3 '' . -3 /1-. L _-
24 * .00 0. " -'' //.ro __ -00/ ___
REMARKS: "
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S
DATE ,C11 Nm
FORM C
NOMOGR/PHIC CHART
FOR 9n! UTIL_03 .STOKF3'ILA\V
-2
? -V,:c:, 0L IQUID 9Seccn
) -DI.,i! ) OF CHAINS
/0 ~tf ! -lI v or LIQuID
Vr -VE 0 rINC /,I CM SeC~
D -Di. i cA or CAAIN iv m
T - Z2~A1I ~RATURE
H -HEcHr IN cr
i - IjAE /N Seconds
{)- 35
9 30
560
70
60-
-0 /0
WNN ij
'U
k
1 M114411 /I) 7 A~f .V/A.1 OWI 0' Ilf (/A-100
ix1?eM 7"r1 51,ICT cI 71? 7/ 1.T To YTi/ TIMEC
WI/Ill /ilP't1I-TFIl, rAPIIA. IS ".AtI1C
mn
4-
0000/2-
000/
4--
000o/
4-
-- 8
OOO/ 0--
2
6
- 4
is E ~
~-01
~ 61
2 -
5ToKE5' LAW:
/000-
COO -
60o
300
200-
30-
4-
2--
/ -
-4
3
2
-6
-4
-3
1'
/00
0
o
0
0
/0 H
t
DESIGN 0F(R,) SCALL:
30.
25 -
CI NT
Of l"r
20 - o'
,/.oo000
1, 000
-
/' -J
7-
5
H RH
/000
COO
-,goo
-6
-4
S
2z
/00o
0 ki
0
0
0
/0
KEY
A Cofsogr-ade. Jl 1929
Rcv/sed May 193
OcI /938
//'c<,IT H WHICH CORRE5-
TC.'/3 TO rEA DINd RN
V.UA4E Of|, ,WYIF :-%'JLO
C Y:A TE
CONS TANT
/ / 7 0 E -T ERAI/N'0 roR
OiFE RENr VALUEs or PH
CO.?PCsPOND NS VA LU ES Or
/r 70 LE LOTTEO OV R16HT
SIDE or(/1f SWcALE ANO
CONvVEW/ENr sU5.8/DvISioWS
AfADE
Poa soIl susPENSIoNS
IN WATER ANr HYDO'CETEf
EASURIIA DENSITIES $Erwrin
0995^""Ia1, WIT ANAC-
cueAcY Or oooo2 MAY
BE USED
suGCoCSro- CALIufATIi
Ar oC IN DENstrIs.
Si-T zAM uWE BUt
MAX 4- 470 / cM
h1 /5o 7 c".
FO2 LIQUios orHER TM4%
WTER TNE (e) VALVES WIT
BC coIprrEo TIHC(r)
AAL) (T) %CAL ES APPLY
OW LY 7 $USP 03SIOWS IN
WATt R.
F/G 0
5
lopoll 1111 lip I
FIGURE 7
CALIBRATION CURVE
HYDROMETE R # f6eo 59
15
14-
z
z
w
0 l12--
-
0
w
z
w I
0
w
z
I0-
9-
81.000 10 2 1 d04 I io
RH =HYDROMETER READING
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nydrometer reading corrected for miniscus rise (but not for
temperature)and tne measured time, a point on tne "Velocity"
scale was determined. 'rinally using tnqe "Velocity" point
and the " x 103" point, the diameter 'J' in millimeters
was found.
D. Summary of Grain Size Distribution
Aaving completed the sieve and hydrometer analyses,
a Grain Size Distribution (cumulative curve) was plotted
as in Figure 8 for sample 4283. This plot was made from
tne columns ", Finer" and "Sieve Hianie" (minimum size
sieve used) on Form 'A' and columns '1' and 'D' on Form 'B'.
The final form gives the diameter of particles for which
all lesser diameters form a civen percenta-e finer by weight
of tne total wiewht. From this cumulative distribution
curve the sand, silt and clay percentage (:.I.T. classi-
fication) were read and a arapnic ±Iean Size was calculated.
Since the diameter scale is logarithmic, conversion is
made to phi units (Folkl 5 ) in calculating the G...S.:
Dphi 
~ 0 2 mm (7)
where for example; C phi = 1 mm, 1 phi = 1/2 mm, 2 phi=
1/4 mm. From Folk ' the 2 .h.S. was calculated as:
84o + 050i + 16/ (8)
3 in phi units
where D 84 represents the diameter for the 84th percentile
on tne cumulative curve and from a scale converting mm to
pqi units, the zraphic mean size for sample 283 (refer to
igure 8) is:
G.,.S. = 3.6 + 6.1 + 8.9 = 6.1 phi = 0.015 mm.
3
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FIGURE a GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION
x-saive
10 1.0 0.1 0.01 Q001
DIAMETER IN MM
SAMPLE: 283
COLLECTED: 8/3/66 GRAPHIC MEAN SIZE= 0.015 MM
0.0001
A sediment name was assigned the sample accordin, to
the scheme given by Folk -' and shown in F igure 9. From
tne grain size distribution curve tne percent sand is com-
pared to *rne ratio of percent silt to percent clay. For
sample 4283:
/o Sand = 20%
Silt :Clay = 4.3:1
and from E igure 9 the sediment name is "sandy silt ". Since
thie core log did not indicate any pebbles or shells in the
sample, this name is applicable.
Table II with explanation summarizes all the data for
tne field and laboratory seidment analyses.
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- -- M am- -
1:2 2l1
SILT I CLAY
S = SAND
C = CLAY
M= MUD
Z ' SILT
Su SANDY
Cu CLAYEY
MuMUDDY
Z z SILTY
FIGURE 9. Sediment Nomenclature
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Folk15
Symbol
No.
Dat e
Depth
Inst.
Graphic mean size in mm x 10-3
text)
(explained in
,iass of dried solids in grams.
mass of liquids in grams.
Aater content in % (explained in text).
'porosity' in % ( explained in text).
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TAELE II: SEDD-ET BA>PLE DATA AND ANALYSES
Explanation
Station number as shown on Figcure 1.
See Figure 1 and Table 1 for co-ordinate
locat ion.
Date sample was collected.
Not necessarily the same date as sound speed
taken.
Depth in inches into bottom from whichi sample
taken.
Sampler used as illustrated in Figure 3.
VV = Van Veen
SC = Square Corer
C = Corer(cylindrical tube used on square
corer)
Percentages as determined from Figure 8.
As determined from Sand, Silt, Clay %
and Figure 9.
Sand
Silt
C lay
Name
G.i.3.
s
No.
TABLE II: Sediment Sample Data and Analysis
Date Depth Inst. Sand
(inches) (%)
7 8/0?/66 6 SC 75
10 8/09/66 6 SC 50
23 8/09/66 6 SC 20
28 7/04/66 6 VV 20
38 7/29/66 16 SC 10
39 7/30/66 15 S% 10
7o ?/29/60 3 VV 20
69 7/29/66 6 VV 10
87 8/12/66 6 VV 20
118 12/10/66 VV sample
128 7/08/66 72 C 5
129 8/03/66 72 C 60
141 7/29/66 6 VV 15
147 8/03/66 Anchor sample, not
152 10/19/65 6 VV 10
153 10/19/65 6 VV 35
165 10/23/65 6 VV 90
170 10/23/65 6 VV 70
176 10/23/65 6 VV 75
191 3/22/66 24 SC 45
192 3/22/66 6 VV 30
20
19 3a 3/22/66 6 VV 15
194a 3/22/66 6
55
VV 55
Silt Clay
(M) (k)
15
25
65
60
70
60
65
60
45
is
80
30
65
enc
85
50
5
25
15
40
50
55
60
25
25
Name
10 silty sand
15 silty sand
15 sandy silt
20 sandy silt
20 silt
30 silt
15 sandy silt
30 silt
35 sandy clay
very coarse rock-little
15 silt
10 silty sand
20 sandy silty
ugh for size analysis
5 silt
15 sandy silt
5 pebbly sand 7
5 silty sand 1
10 muddy sand 1
15 sandy silt
20 sandy silt
25 sandy silt
25 sandy silt
20 muddy sand
20 muddy sand
.M.S. W , B
10-amm) (z . (g . (%)
73.3 39.0 11. 2
32.4 27.0 1L.9 5
15.7 21.3 26.4 12
12.7 15.5 24.2 15
6.9 17.4 18.9 10
4,.6 10.6 11.3 10
21.2 - - -
3.8 8.3 12.1 14
5.5 10.7 10.1 9
coarse sand -
3.8 20.9 9.0 4
87.2 15.0 4.2 3
3.0 13.9 14.2 10
64.7
1i. "
17.0
22.4
01.5
23.5
14.0
8.10
8.9
21.9
28.8
23.9
30.6
35.7
17.6
11.7
19.8
10.1
9.8
16. L
8.
16l.6
21.1-
16.7
16.8
18.1
12.7
34.1
n
(0)
35 IJ9
1!7 54
Lu 52
122 80
1113 80
85 69
180 82
129 78
208 84
K 60
9 77
6 81
9 7/J
7 7L
5 79
Li 73
low-
3 Li9
5 55
2 73
TABLE II: Sediment Sample Data and Analysis (cont.)
Date Depth Inst. Sand Silt C
(inches) (%) (%) (
1 9 5 a
196
198
199
200
201
2 0 2 b
(26)
203
204
205 b
(140)
206
211
213
215
216
218
2 1 9 c
220
224
225
227
228
3/22/66
3/22/66
3/22/66
3/22/66
3/22/66
3/28/66
3/28/66
4/19/66
4/19/66
4/19/66
L/19/66
6/28/66
6/23/66
6/28/66
6/28/66
6/28/66
6/28/66
6/30/66
6/30/66
6/30/66
7/12/66
?/12/66
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
18
tried
36
tried
10
18
12
10
8
14
6
30
6
6
6
15
15
80
10
20
55
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
VV
C
c ore:
C
core:
SC
S C
SC
SC ,
SC
SC
SC
VV
VV
65
60
25
10
65
65
25
10
10
rocks,
70
rocks,
50
60
40
50
60
50
50
55
30
20
No.
10
20
muddy
clayey
fine grey sand
20 silt
fine grey sand
15
25
15
15
10
10
20
25
10
10
15
sandy
sandy
sandy
sandy
sandy
sandy
sandy
sandy
silty
silty
sandy
sand 57.5
sand 24.3
(12") over very
4,3
(12")
silt
silt
silt
silt
silt
silit
s i lt
silt
sand
sand
silt
42.
7.
30.
36.
18.
33.
13.
10.
91.
38.
22.
17.2 12.1
stiff clay
15.9 8.1
14. ?
10.0
11.8
13.0
7.9
10.5
7.0
7.2
23.1
14.8
12.3
7.1
7.0
6.3
5.8
6.3
6.3
6.8
11.14
7.1
*.2
lay Name G.M.S. W W
%) (X10-amm) (A.) (g-4. )
20 sandy silt 8.4 10.3 16.3.
25 sandy silt 6.6 11.8 18.1
10 silty sand 43.6 20.8 1.5
10 muddy sand 44.c 23.8 13.C
25 silt 4.8 6.6 24.4
15 sandy silt 10.5 12.1 1?.r_
sandy silt 9.4 6.8 23.6
80
70
all
10
all
35
15
45
35
30
40
30
20
60
70
40
B n
(%) (9)
158 71
153 83
70 56
54 59
370 79
lLL 7:
348 66
70 0d
37 61
-low-
51 5?
-low-
50 47
70 77
53 51
44 48
80 52
60 45
97 5?
1%6 65
31 140
35 51
61 r, 9
iiiiiiii il Ii M ill - - - mm = IRMMIIII Zfim. . MiAhWE...
TABLE II: Sediment Sample Data and Analys
Date Depth Inst. Sand Silt Clay NameNo.
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
237
238
240
241
0 2Lt2
243
244
245
246
247
249
251
252
25LL
256
257
(inches)
7/12/66 6
7/12/66 6
7/12/66 6
7/12/66 6
7/12/66 6
7/12/66 6
7/12/66 6
7/13/66 6
7/13/66 6
7/13/66 6
7/13/66 6
7/13/66 6
7/13/66 6
7/13/66 6
7/13/66 6
7/13/66 6
8/22/66 8
7/16/66 6
7/16/66 6
7/16/66 6
7/16/66 6
7/17/66 6
?/17/66 6
vv
vv
vv
vv
VV
vv
vv
VV
vv
vv
Vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
VV
( )
40
35
10
10
30
15
50
85
6o
70
75
55
40
5
25
25
50
30
45
50
45
55
70
is ( cont . )
(4)
45
40
65
65
55
60
30
5
30
25
20
30
50
75
55
6o
30
55
40
35
45
35
20
( %r
15
25
25
25
15
25
20
10
10
5
5
15
10
20
20
15
20
15
15
15
10
10
10
sandy silt
sandy mud
silt
silt
sandy silt
sandy silt
muddy sand.
clayey sand
silty sand
silty sand
silty sand
silty sand
sandy silt
silt
sandy silt
sandy silt
muddy sand
sandy silt
sandy silt
silty sand-
sandy silt
silty sand
silty sand
VV 45 30 25 sandy mud 16.2 19.8 16.9 8- 70
)
B n. N. S.
(x10- 3 mm)
39.6
15.8
7.3
18.2
6.7
32.1
269.8
4 .h
114.2
111.9
22.7
25.2
6.2
14.2
12.9
20.3
20.8
27.0
40.7
25.2
36.7
135.8
(
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1.
1
11
g. (4.)
5.5 11.6
7.9 11.6
6.9 10.
8.8 23.7
8.6 13. g
7.9 1'.0
2.2 10.4
4.6 6.5
9.8 11.3
0.2 9.8
0.3 9. L
4.9 12.0
4.2 11.7
9.L 21.6
5.0 2K.O
1.7 21.7
2.6 10.9
5.9 16.0
4.8 18.9
0.7 19.8
9.1 1s.6
2.4 6.6
.9 20.2
(%)
45
147
142
1 c,7
190
85
44
115
48
h66
81
83
227
166
100
86
101
76
64
82
20
5 6
(g)
79
80
88
81
82
7 0
56
69
68
86
81
73
70
73
6?
6k
68
35
60
258 7/17/66 6
TABLE II: Sediment Sample Data and Analysis (cont.)
Date Depth Inst. S
(inches)
260
262
263
265
266
267
271
272
273
274
.275
276
277
278c
279
280
281
282
283
284
286'
287
288
301
and Silt Clay
7/17/66
7/23/66
7/23/66
7/23/66
7/23/66
7/23/66
7/24/66
7/24/66
7/24/66
7/24/66
7/24/66
7/29/66
7/30/66
7/30/66
7/30/66
8/03/66
8/03/66
8/03/66
8/03/66
8/03/66
8/09/66
8/09/66
8/09/66
8/12/66
4 vv
15 SC
12 SC
10 SC
6 VV
6 vv
6 vv
6 vv
6 vv
6 vv
6 vv
24 SC
9 SC
10 SC
4 SC
12 SC
8 SC
7 SC
15 SC
6 SC
6 SC
6 SC
6 SC
6 vv
)(%)
55
20
15
25
40
20
55
75
80
15
60
20
30
60
20
15
20
15
20
15
45
55
45
10
NameNo.
(M)
35
70
80
65
50
65
35
15
15
25
55
55
25
50
45
50
65
65
75
40
35
40
60
302 8/12/66 6 vv 2.6 7.2 14.8 206 85
10
10
5
10
10
15
10
10
5
30
15
25
15
15
30
40
30
20
15
10
15
10
15
30
silty
sandy
sandy
sandy
sandy
sandy
silty
mud d y
silty
sandy
muddy
sandy
sandy
muddy
sandy
sandy
sandy
sandy
sandy
sandy
sandy
silty
sandy
silt
sand
silt
silt
silt
silt
silt
sand
sand
sand
mud
sand
silt
silt
sand
silt
mud
mud
silt
silt
silt
silt
sand
s i lt
3.M.S.
(xo- 3 mm)
50.1
13.1
23.8
18.1
26.5
1h.1
44.5
81.9
267.9
5.8
60.8
10.8
19.6
42.1
9.2
4.9
6.5
6.8
1 r
58.3
22.4
b0.1
23.0
4.3
-zm? ) ( gli.)
25.6 11 .2
25.1 17.8
18.2 28.1
19.5 20.0
22.0 19.7
18.8 19.2
31.1 13.1
16.8 8.6
37.3 15.3
6. 10.4
27.9 17.0
27.1 18.6
15.5 15.9
22.5 6.7
14.9 15.5
16. r 13.7
17.0 13.6
10.0 8.6
18.2 22.2
17.3 11.1
27.8 17.7
31.1 16.7
24.6 20.6
9.2 12.3
5 5 40 mud
JIMMORMWO, 1 0
B
(4)
-56
155
103
90
102
h 2
41
160
61
68
102
30
104
83
80
86
122
61"
64
5L'
813
133
n
( )
58
66
80
73
70
73
53
58
42
81
60
6h
7L
73
68
67
70
77
51
63
69
69
??7
-TABLE II: Sediment Sample Data and Analysis (cont.)
No. Date Depth Inst. Sand Silt Clay Name G.M.S. W W B n
(inches) (%) (W) (%) (xlo-amm)(gm ) (4m) (g) (m)
303 8/12/66 6 VV 30 40 30 sandy mud 8.4 10.0 12.9 129 78
304 8/12/66 6 VTV 15 55 30 sandy mud 5.L 8.9 12.8 166 79
305 8/12/66 6 VV 5 55 40 mud 2.1 8.1 10.7 132 75
306 8/14/66 6 VV 40 35 25 sandy mud 13.0 9.1 11.7 128 77
307 8/14/66 8 SC 70 15 15 muddy sand 45.1 21.0 7.2 34 49
308 8/14/66 6 SC 15 50 39 sandy mud 6.7 11.2 12.6 111 8<
310 8/19/66 8 VV 45 35 20 sandy mud 19.1 13.5 12.9 96 72
311 8/19/66 8 vv 60 25 15 muddy sand 90.2 19.5 13.7 70 65
V RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Specific sound speed and sediment properties for each
station are listed in Tables I and II of rne preceeding
sections. In Table I are P ound the sound speed ratio(R) of
transmission in sediment to transmission in sea water; the
signal attenuation ratio (a) and pertinent field daca as to
location, description, date measured and depth of penetration.
Table II lists tne sediment name, graphic mean size, water
content and porosity as well as field and laboratory data
concerning collection and sample analysis. The followin~
is a discussion of these results witn comparisons made to tme
work of other investigators.
A. Sound Speed versus Sediment Properties
Figure 10 is a plot of the sound speed ratio 'R'
versus porosity 'n' for stations and samples investigated in
this study. The solid line is a 'best fit' curve for the
plotted points. Only those stations (55 in number) at
which the odor in the sediments was estimated as weak or
absent are plotted in Fizure 10. Approximately 65 9 of
the points lie within or on the two curves labeled: "b=4"
and "b=5", which are exponents in the followinc general equa-
tiont9) and defining relations (10, 11) after the statistical
analysis of Nafe and Drake3:
V2 = n Vz2 [ 1 + di (1-n)] + V sa ds (1-n)b
d d
wnere Vzcomes from:
1 - n + [1-n] Cl +(4/3)(u /k )] (10)
d V * d 1V 1 + s sz 1 1 dVs
and d is:
d = d 1 n + ds(1 - n)
5 43
I,
*0/
-- 
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*GOas Absert
n = POROSITY
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FIGURE IQ Soumd Speed Ratio wersus Porcsity (gas absent)
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1.2 1
/
1.0
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0.8
IlUV 80
p A p
40 30
V = speed of sound in liquid = 1.52 km/sec
V = speed of sound in solid. = 6.00 km/sec
d = denalty, of solids = 2.65 gm/cm3
d = density of sea water = 1.03 gm/cm3
u s/ks = structure factor = 0.60
The above factors, used in equations (9,10,11) result in:
V2  V 2L n + (1.03n)(1-n) +[ 95.5 ](1-n)b
z (2.65 - 1.60n) 2.65 - 1.62n (22TrT (12)
V (6 1 (13)
z (2.65 - 1.62n)(0.405n + 0.019)
Letting n = l(liquid only), the bulk sound speed reduces to
the liquid sound speed:
V z = 2.29 = V1a= V2
and letting n = 0(solids only), the bulk sound speed. reduces
to the solid sound speed:
Vz"= 2.00
V2 = 36.00 = V52
At intermediate porosities, the sound speed is as shown witn
a ratio 'h' less tnan unity over the porosity range: 65 % to
100%. This effect has been explained by Officer3 and is
discussed in the introduction to this paper.
Figure 11 is plotted in complete-'analogy to Figure 10
except that all tne points represent stations where the gas
odor was particularly pungent('moderate' to 'stron,' in Table
I). The solid line 'best fit' curve falls considerably below
rather than intermediate to the Nafe, Drake36 relasions. The
author postulates that since the sound speeds at :hese
stations are low with respect to similar stations where no
odor is present, tne gas odor represents gases at least par-
tially in a free bubble state. These bubbles are likely
L3
1.2
0
1.0
x
-0.9-XU)
x
0.9 K
0.810 6100 90 0 70 6
n = POROSITY (%0/)
//
/
0
/
50
FIGURE IL Sound Speed Ratio versus Porosity (gas present)
7
£ ~
x = Gas Prese*
40
00'
X-K
~? 
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entrained in the soft organic ooze and are being' generated
by organic decay in an anerobic environment. T1he bubbles
act as sound absorbers and effectively attenuate and otier-
wise slow the speed of propogation. The effect is pronounced
over a wide range of porosities in comparison to the non-
gaseous sediments: n from 48' to 1006. For much lower
porosities(35% or less) compaction effects of grain to grain
contact outweigh the gas presence and 'I' is zreater than
unity. At 'n' equal to unity, 'I' probably rises to unity
since from density considerations, even in a gas saturated
liquid, tne gas would not appear as free bubbles. Since the
gas would be in solution, it would have little sound trans-
mission inhiibiting effect.
An attempt was made to relate mean grain size to ratio
of sound speeds. The resulting plot is a scatter diagram with
no apparent relationship between tae two factors. A-ain,
Raseous sediments plotted well below the 'ri' equal to unity
ordinate and clustered in thie finer grained re-ion. the
lack of correlation is explained by the unsorted nature of
the sediments, characteristic of dlacial tills and glacial
drift. For these deposits, mean grain size nas little real
significance.
ri-ure 12 is a log-linear plot of 'i' versus water
content. Althour-h the scatter is severe, for tnose samples
wich are nongaseous, a relation similar to that for 'i'
versus 'n' is distinguished(solid line in 1,igure 12 is best
fit for nongaseous sediments only). At low water content,
the sound speed approaches that of tne solids and at qign
water contents near lO9 'I' is less than unity correspondinz
to the case for porosity greater than 65%.
E. Sound Speed Profiles
The heavy dotted lines in Fl ure 13 represent mne
locations of the sound speed profiles as plotted in iures
14-17. The ordinate is the sound speed ratio 'nt' and the
-47-
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FIGURE 13. SOUND SPEED PROFILE LOCATIONS
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abscissa is distance in yards f'rom tae mos- westerly
station on the profile. Points represent gas free srations,
crosses are gaseous stations and boxes are stations in
dredged areas. These profiles are remarkably smooth and in-
dicate the rather abrupt increase in sound speed in passing
from tne gaseous black mud of tne shallow bays to the -as free
silts and sands of the dredged channels. -his concept corre-
13 66
lates with the findin s of E d' erton and Yules tnat t1e
sound penetration characteristics of shallow, undredged
bays in boston Harbor are much inferior to those of dredg'ed
channels.
C. Comparison to Other dork
Even thou-h a plot of mean train size versus 'R' for
all stations showed no apparent correlation, if one --roups
tqe sound speed results in terms of sediment type, one finds
sound speeds limited to ratner specific numbers witn ratner
small standard deviations. 7able III expresses tne sed-
iment sound speed as determined from average 'In values and
an average sea water sound speed of 4880 ft/sec. Also
listed are tne mean and standard deviation in 'H' and tne
number of samples representing the sediment type, witn
parentrieses indicating sediments specific to cais study.
Considering the ratrner niga standard deviation ,iven for the
mean 'A' values listed, Table III shows a general agreement
for mean sound speeds of broad sediment types among the
various workers. All comparisons are made for sediments
free of gas. 56 40
Of final note is the fact that botn Yulps and Phipps
assumed in their Boston -arbor seismic work that tne Boston
Blue Clay had, a sound propogation speed equivalent to trnat
of sea water. This assumption was actually not far in error
as shown by Table III. Depths to horizons witnin this clay
as determined from their travel time curves were probably
in error by less tnan 2% under tnis assumption.
-52-
'IALEI III: SOUINj) SP.ED C0.,PAcdISCNS
tiarrilit on 22
(1956)
20 Li3 48
riami 1t on Shumway Sykes
(1963) (1960) (1960)
SELD IL 'lhi "YP z
gas'ous mud
Nob.
21 0.91 0.08
fine silt and clay
(Boston Blue Clay,
gas absent )
silt and fine sand
(less than 15x10-ammr, 9
7as absent)
coarse sand
(more tnan 100x10-mm,l
gas absent)
0.96 0.02
1.06 0.08
1. 15 0.07
469o 4800
51/0 507K
5610 5640
on sea water sound speed average of 104 measurements: L1880 feet/second.
all Vs are in feel/second .
Lewis
(1966)
V s
4U40
h 8h 0
C01 0
r800
5130
r68o
A 3.D".
D. Error Analysis and Measurement Consistency
The precision of any sound speed measurement in this
study is limited by spark cable-hydrophone separation and
thus by the relative spacing of the probes. The author
assumed after repeated use that the probe spacing remained
fixed to within 0.15 inches in 24.00 inches. Assumingr a
mean sound speed of 4880 feet/second, tnis spacing indicates
that time measurements were accurate to four microseconds
in 410 microseconds or approximately 1% which represents
approximately 50 feet/second in 5000 feet/second. Cn the
oscilloscope 10 microsecond delayed time base scale, :ime
could be read easily to two microseconds.
A test of precision at a given station is represented
in the 'R' value at each of four stations occupied on two
different dates:
Station Date Depth
(inches)
28 7/04/66 7 1.24
8/22/66 20 1.20
38 7/04/66 25 0.95
8/22/66 31 0.92
87 8/06/66 27 1.00
8/12/66 48 1.03
245 7/12/66 10 0.94
7/16/66 26 0.94
It is noted tha an 'R' value could be repeated to within
3% of its original value considering all the possible errors
in relocating on station and sinking the probes to the same
horizon.
The sea water sound speed was averaged from 104 measure-
ments and found to be 4880 feet/second witn a standard devia-
tion of 110 feet/second. This discrepancy is explicable with
-54-
respect to the area studied. Boston Harbor has several
snallow bays that warm considerably compared to deeper
snip's channels. The amount of sewage and other debris in
the water botnt aliter its temperature and its dispersive
character with respect to sound transmission. The entire
harbor also warmed somewhat over tne summer during which
this study was conducted. Various amounts of sewage and
'fresh' water effluent also alter the salinity of tne water
locally. Considering the increments of 7 feet/second perO.:
increase in temperature and 4.3 feet/second per one thousandth
part increase in salinity, it is not surprising that the water
sound speed was variable witnin the limits of 4720 to 5050
feet/second over tne summer in the Harbor.
As a test of consistency in laboratory procedures
and results, sediment samples from three stations were cnosen
on which to carry out complete analyses by two different
laboratory personnel. Samples 193, 194 and l9c as shown
in lable Il have duplicate readings for all parameters deter-
mined. Considering the unsorted nature of most samples
collected, the comparisons of graphic mean sizes and per-
centages of sand, silt and clay are within reason. In
the tnree comparisons, porosity varied by as much as 10%
and water content by as much as 100%. The latter is due
mainly to the difficulty in determining water content on
a sample tnat is poorly sorted and not fully disazgregated.
Estimates of accuracy considering the laboratory tech-
niques used are as follows:
Sand, Silt, Clay I.h.S. 4ater Content Porosity
± 5% 110% + 25% + 5%
This variation in percentage of size component does not
affect the choice of sediment name. imean size is not an
appropriate characterization of unsorted materials. Water
content was not a critical factor in this study and the
technique used for its determination was not repeatable
in the same sample. Porosity was calculated From accurately
determined solid and liquid weights since comple':e disaggre-
gation insured complete dryinr: of solid components.
-56-
VI CONCLUSIONS AND REMC OMENDAT IONS
The object of this investiation was to relate tie
speed of sound transmission in marine sediment to other
pnysical properties of tne sediments. -his gcal was accom-
plished usin- the equipment and tecnniques herein described.
Considerin- the unsorted and altered condition of tie
sediments examined. in Boston Harbor, the correlation between
sound speed and sediment properties is rather remarkable.
Data obtained in this study compare favorably witi analogous
work of other investiations and results associarted with
particularly aseous sediments have been explained. The
general character of variation of sound speed in ~'e surrical
sediment layers over the -larbor ias been described.
I: is t'-e autnior's opinion that The design of hde
sediment sound probe rould be improved with respec- To s7ab-
ility and better monicorin- of depi of penetralion. Com-
parison on tie basis of physical properties would. probably
be mucr. improved if care were taken to select samples "rorm
exactly tne depth at waici tae sound speed is measured.
If a high eneriy, controlled-output sound source were
used, transmissiion throui h -:aseous sediments would be
facilitated. If, in addition, a quantitive estimate of
tie free -as could be made, this could be correlated to tIe
sound signal amplitude attenuation.
-5?
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